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Abstract: The success and ubiquity of mobile devices like smartphones and tablets changed the daily work activities of many employees and employers. With the data provided by mobile devices in combination with external data from databases or web services, it is possible to recognize the context of a business process. Context recognition allows to adapt the business process by selecting the next process step or providing the necessary data, like the next customer near the current location. However, to use the advantages of context recognition, mobile business processes have to be designed, implemented and executed in a context-aware manner. Therefore, this paper presents a comprehensive framework for modeling context-aware business processes, which comprise the business process as well as the information collection to evaluate the needed context. Furthermore, it presents an architecture for the realization of context-aware applications.
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1 Introduction

With the introduction of the iPhone ten years ago a boost of mobile devices like smartphones or tablets took place, which increasingly leads to a disruption of “traditional” work conditions and executions [Pr16], [In13b], [Mo14], [KK14], [Rh13], such as waiters using smartphones to accept orders from the customer and billing the meal with it. The emerging generation of digital natives which are entering more and more the job market will further drive this change from stationary to mobile working conditions [Pr16]. The widespread use of mobile devices is leading to business processes being executed independent of the location.

The design, implementation, execution and controlling of business processes is a standard approach in theory and practice [HC93], [BKR11], [VR10], [Sc00], [Bi16]. The nearly ubiquitous presence of mobile devices can be used to support the execution of business processes. The use of mobile devices improves the quality and flexibility of business processes, and also saves time and costs during the execution [FL14], [HL15]. Another aspect is that mobile devices are providing many sensors and can be additionally equipped via Bluetooth or other proprietary protocols with more sensors. Moreover, mobile devices are capable to request additional data from other sources, like databases or web services, via their internet connection.
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The aggregation and interpretation of sensor data enable detecting the context of the users and support them during the execution of a business process. DEY [De01] describes context as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity.” Therefore, context recognition can be used to automatically present useful information for the user or adapt the application behavior and moreover pre-select the next possible process steps. To support the design and implementation of supportive mobile context-aware applications, the business process languages also have to consider contextual influences [DS16]. In addition, the aggregation of context through sensor data can be complex. For instance, the context parameter weather basically consists of the sensor data humidity, wind speed and temperature. Moreover, weather can also be a sensor for another context parameter, like the street conditions in a navigation system. To use the opportunities of context recognition via mobile devices and ease the design of mobile context-aware business processes, this paper answers the following research questions.

RQ.1: How can a modeling framework for mobile context-aware applications be designed?

RQ.2: How can the architecture of a mobile context-aware application be built?

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In section 2 a brief overview of the existing literature will be given. Afterwards, the modeling approach will be presented, which comprises a Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) extension and a sensor modeling language (RQ.1). Section 3.3 discusses an approach for an architecture for mobile context-aware applications (RQ.2). Hereafter, section 4 shows an example application which supports the business process from the previous section. The paper ends with a conclusion and outlook to further research in mobile context-aware applications.

2 Related Work

Besides DEY context was also defined by others [SAW94], [SBG99], [We91]. Not only is DEY’s definition well known and accepted in the scientific community, but he also declares when an application is context-aware. It is context-aware “if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or services to the user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task” [De00]. Some approaches to make business processes more flexible have been made. ROSEMANN et al. [RRF08] claim that modeling languages have to be more flexible to model context. Further, they state that an increased attention on flexibility took place in the research area, which leads to a decreasing time-to-market for products [RRF11]. Therefore, the result is a demand for higher process flexibility [So05]. In particular, ROSEMANN et al. show the limitation of the actual event-driven process chain (EPC) language and the lack of supporting context modeling. However, they do not present an appropriate way to integrate the identified context in business processes. The extension C-EPC is an approach to make EPC more configurable for decisions at runtime, but it doesn’t address the context in particular [Rv07]. The approach from LA VARA et al. aims to reveal all possibilities of a business process and integrate them into one process model. However, this leads to large and complex models. In [SN07] an approach to identify and apply
context in a business process is introduced, but it is more of a theoretical framework to identify context and does not show how a context-aware business process could be designed. In [HS15] HEINRICH and SCHÖN mention that business processes have to consider “not-static” context events that change the process execution. Moreover, they present an algorithm which supports automated process planning for context-aware processes, but no modeling representation in BPMN. CONFORTI et al. present an approach to manage process risks by sensor evaluation [Co13]. Furthermore, they show a way to model these risks and when they occur. They only consider sensor data and context evaluation for process risks, but context and its evaluation can be used for more than risk analysis for business processes. DÖRNDORFER and SEEL present in their paper a BPMN extension for business processes, which is able to model context in business processes via a complete modeling technique [DS17]. They also developed a context-free grammar to state brief context expression for decisions depending on context. Furthermore, two extensions for UML are published by AL-ALSHUHAI and SIEWE. In the first paper, they are extending the class diagram with additional annotations [AS15b]. The second paper [AS15a] expands the activity diagram to mark context-aware areas or sequences. All the presented papers do not consider how complex context evaluation is and how context-aware business processes can be designed. Furthermore, the implementation of supportive mobile applications is not supported by the modeling languages. The area of domain specific (modeling) languages (DS(M)L) is partly covered by the following articles. A DSL for multiple mobile platforms [KCO10] and for context modeling in the context-aware system [HGB13] were found. Both articles introduce a DSL which enables a description of context. However, both approaches do not present a possibility to model the context aggregation graphically. SHENG and BENATALLAH [SB05] are introducing an adapted UML to enable context modeling. In addition, BERARDINELLI et al. [BCD10] also present an extension for the UML. However, both approaches are not integrated into BPMN, which seems to be difficult. Therefore, they cannot be used for further development.

For the architecture of mobile context-aware applications two main paradigms exist. Firstly, the client approach, which is to recognize context information on the mobile device. The architecture reminds of a traditional model view controller (MVC) approach [BA11], [Ch08], [KKC11], [Sh12]. Recognizing and preparing context information on a server is the second approach. All devices which can collect data via sensors send their information to a backend application that evaluates the context information [VL12], [JKR01], [DAS01], [He05]. Both approaches have specific disadvantages. With the server approach all collected data have to be sent to the server, the data have to be evaluated and at last the result (context) has to be sent back to the mobile device. This requires an internet connection, which is not always available for a mobile device. In addition, the described data transmission sometimes leads to unnecessary delays, when the context evaluation can also be conducted on the mobile device. The client approach, on the other hand, is limited to the resources of these devices. If big data packages have to be evaluated, the processor or the memory can be pushed to their limits, thus delaying the process. In addition, some information relevant to evaluate the correct context, might not be accessed from a mobile device.
Therefore, this paper presents a context-aware framework which firstly enables to design mobile context-aware business processes. Secondly, it shows a modeling language for evaluation of context. And thirdly it shows how context-aware application can be designed to support the conduction of context-aware business processes. Thus, this paper presents a new artifact in the design science paradigm by HEVNER et al. [He04].

3 Modeling a Mobile Context-aware Application

To increase the efficiency of business processes and ease the planning and implementation of mobile context-aware applications, this paper introduces a framework (RQ.1). On the left side of Fig. 1 are the context parameter which influences the process. The first step is to create a context-aware business process (first layer). The modeling language of choice is Context4BPMN [DS17] because it extends the standard BPMN to enable the creation of context-aware business processes. It uses so-called Context Expressions as conditions for paths or elements depending on context. To evaluate the Context Expression the domain specific modeling language SenSoMod can be used (second layer). It enables to model how information from sensors can be aggregated to context information (cf. section 3.2). The model hereafter can be used to create a mobile context-aware application which supports the execution of the context-aware business process (third layer).

![Fig. 1. The framework to model and create a mobile context-aware application](image)

An example of a mobile context-aware business process are traveling salespersons in a sales department of a company. They partly work at the customer’s to sell the products from the company as well as in the company to participate in meetings or further training. Moreover, some paperwork can also be done at home. Therefore, in this example the first context parameter is the location with three states at the customer, at the office and at home. Other parameters are the season and the weather because some goods can be better sold in specific seasons or in certain weather condition [Mu10], [Bu12]. In addition, with the context parameter customer history, the mobile application is capable to adapt the list of goods to the preferences of the customer. For instance, the non-food products can be
deactivated if the customer only bought food-related products so far. Therefore, we use this example to demonstrate the framework.

3.1 Context-Aware Business Processes

To reach higher flexibility in business processes, context has to be considered in modeling languages. BPMN is a standard modeling language for business processes [In13a] and has a built-in extension mechanism [Ob11]. The mechanism was used to create the Context4BPMN extension [DS17]. Fig. 2 depicts the business process of the salesperson mentioned in section 3 at design time.

Fig. 2. The salesperson business process designed with the BPMN extension Context4BPMN

The first action after starting the application is log in. Hereafter, a dotted line marks the ongoing business process sequence as context depending. After the login, the application locates the salesperson. Attached to the task locate salesperson is the context event symbolized through an eye. It is a non-interrupting context event which is triggered when the location is undefined. The activation condition is stated in the hexagon with a context-free grammar to formalize the conditions. A parallel activity starts in which the application...
tries to determine the location of the salesperson. If a location is identified, four different tasks are possible. They all mainly depend on location. For example, the salesperson takes part in the sales training if s/he is at work and a training is noted on the calendar. A different path is when the salesperson is at the customer. Obviously, s/he wants to sell the products of the company to the customer. Depending on the accessible data, the mobile application can support this process by showing the customer’s bestsellers and/or seasonal depending goods. The first action needs the customer history which can be queried via a connection to the customer’s relationship management system (CRM). The seasonal goods can be shown when the weather forecast for the local area is available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Run-time business process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Location = At Customer &amp;&amp; Customer history = available &amp;&amp; Weather forecast = available</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram" /> Login into application → Locate salesperson → Sell products → Offer seasonal related goods and customers bestsellers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Location = At Customer &amp;&amp; Customer history = unknown &amp;&amp; Weather forecast = unknown</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Diagram" /> Login into application → Locate salesperson → Sell products → Offer common goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Location = At Work &amp;&amp; Appointment = meeting</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Diagram" /> Login into application → Locate salesperson → Participate in the meeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1: Variations of the salesperson business process at run-time

The business process will be transformed at run-time into a standard BPMN workflow. Tab. 1 depicts three variations of the business process for three different context situations. The first row depicts the process when the salesperson is at the customer, the customer history is available and also the weather forecast is available. Therefore, the salesperson offers the customer his bestsellers and seasonal related goods. In the second row, the only determined context is that the salesperson is at the customer. Hence, s/he sells the common goods of the company. In the third variation, the customer is at work and has an appointment with colleagues on the calendar. So s/he participates in the meeting.

### 3.2 Sensor Modeling

The extension of the BPMN enables to consider static and non-static context events. It is therefore possible to design context-aware business processes. However, the extension of the BPMN does not specify how context can be evaluated by sensors. For instance, how can the context location be measured? This sounds like an easy task because the obvious
answer would be via GPS, but where is the location at home? When can it switch to at work? To address these questions the sensor modeling language has been developed. To further ease the design and implementation of mobile context-aware applications which support the execution of context-aware business processes, an additional language is needed.

**Notation of SenSoMod**

Context is measured through sensors. We understand a sensor as any source of information for context. This can be a “usual” physical sensor, – like a hygrometer or a temperature sensor – a database, or an application from which information could be requested. Even a machine in an assembly hall that is accessible through a network connection can be a source of information. Therefore, different types of sensors have to be distinguished. There are atomic sensors which cannot be aggregated from other sensors. Two kinds of atomic sensors exist: Physical sensors, which measure physical quantities like temperature or humidity, and virtual sensors which are dedicated to non-physical quantities like databases, machines or stock states. Besides the atomic sensor, there is the computed sensor. It is a sensor that relies on other sensors, which could be atomic sensors or other computed sensors. For example, the sensor weather could be the combination of the atomic sensors humidity and temperature. To address the different kind of sensor types we gave each of them a graphical representation (cf. Tab. 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical atomic sensor</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Physical atomic sensor" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual atomic sensor</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Virtual atomic sensor" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensorname</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Sensorname" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Out" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VariableName:Type</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="VariableName:Type" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element</td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Element" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Context" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Out" /></td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Out" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VariableName:Type</td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="VariableName:Type" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element</td>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Element" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context name</td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Context name" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image13" alt="Out" /></td>
<td><img src="image14" alt="Out" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VariableName:Type</td>
<td><img src="image15" alt="VariableName:Type" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element</td>
<td><img src="image16" alt="Element" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Context Expression]</td>
<td><img src="image17" alt="Context Expression" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2: The notation of SenSoMod

The **physical sensor** is designated to depict physical quantities, whereas the **virtual sensors** are dedicated to non-physical quantities. To differentiate these two atomic sensors, the virtual sensors are marked by a database symbol to the left of the sensor name field. Beneath the name is the output area marked with **Out**. The area is intended to describe the structure of the outgoing objects of the sensor like the type and elements of it. First the name and – separated by a colon – the type of the return object have to be stated. If the object type has specific values – like enums, arrays or lists – they can be stated in a bullet list. Alternatively, the return values can be specified in the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) RFC-7159 [In14] notation. Next to the two atomic sensors is the **computed sensor**. It can be used to combine different atomic sensors and/or **computed sensors**. Weather, for example, can be aggregated from different types of sensors. **Computed sensors** also have an area for describing outgoing elements. Furthermore, they have a **DL** area dedicated to describing the decision logic for their outgoing objects. This is necessary to express when a certain state from the **Out** area of a sensor will be returned. For example, the location **at work** will be returned when the logged-in network name is **companyNetwork**. The accurate description of the decision logic language is presented in **Fig. 3**. The **context** notation is the next element in the table. The name of the element has to match with the name of the involved context in the **context description**. Only **context** elements can be connected with a **context description**. Like the sensors, the **context** has the **DL** and **Out** areas. A **context** is based on at least one sensor, of some type. The **context description** is the graphical representation of an expression to describe a contextual influence in a business process. The context expression language is part of the Context4BPMN extension [DS17]. To connect the different elements and show the sequence stream, the **flow** element has to be used. **Multiple instances** is the last element in the table and is an attribute for any type of sensors. It indicates that a sensor occurs in more than one instance, and is placed to the right of a sensor name. An example, using the introduced elements, is given in **Fig. 4**. **Fig. 3** depicts the logical decision language which has been developed. The language is a context-free grammar in the Extended Backus Naur Form (EBNF) [Ba60] and serves to briefly and precisely express the decision in the **DL** area of the **sensor** and **context** elements. A decision logic consists of a **LogicTerm** and can have a default assignment. The **LogicTerm** itself is built out of an **Expression** and an **Assignment**. If the expression is...
evaluated as true, the variable will be assigned to the designated value. The assigned variable has to exist in the output area of the computed sensor or context. To shorten some basic definitions, like integer numbers or date, we link with “-->” to standards, like strings. In order to express the structure of the object which a sensor returns to a request, the “Out” area is provided. First the name and – separated by a colon – the type of the return object have to be stated. Optionally, the values of the type (if existing) could be stated in a bullet list. Alternatively, the return values could be specified in the JSON notation.

Fig. 3. EBNF Grammar for the Decision Logic (DL)

Fig. 4 shows the sensor model for the example from section 3. At the bottom line, the sensors are represented. For the context location, which is represented in the dotted rectangle above, the physical sensors WiFi, GPS and the virtual sensor Location-DB are needed. The GPS sensor returns an object consisting of a long- and latitude double, to compute the position of the salesperson. In the center of the figure, the context elements are represented. The DL areas show when an appointment is a meeting or training, respectively when the location is at work, at home, at the customer or unknown. For example if the calendar entry is today and the entry description contains the name training, the salesperson should be part of the training. At the top of the figure are the context expressions related to the context elements. They are also the connection to the related context-aware business process. This example shows that it is possible to model the context evaluation for mobile context-aware business processes with SenSoMod. It enables to model the aggregation of information from the basic sensor information to the context expressions.
### 3.3 Architecture of the Mobile Context-Aware Application

To implement a mobile application an architecture for context-aware applications has to be designed (RQ.2). Unfortunately, the standard architectures of the operating systems for mobile applications do not support context-awareness [Go17], [Ap17]. Therefore, to implement the application, an architecture considering context has to be created. The context recognition allows adapting the application to the context, which means that certain parts of the application have to be activated, whereas other parts can be deactivated to reduce the information overload for the user. The result is that logical components have to be encapsulated. **Fig. 5** shows the architecture of the supportive mobile context-aware application. The application is divided into a server and a client part. The server contains the normal logic and data layer to exchange data with the client applications and handle the data storage. In some cases, the server also has a graphical user interface (GUI) layer, but this does not matter for the architecture of mobile context-aware devices. In a separated part the evaluation of the context and the storage of the context relevant data is encapsulated. This is necessary because not every context can be evaluated on the mobile device. For instance, the context *weather* will be evaluated by sensors in a weather station. The evaluated context on the server side will be sent to the mobile context-aware application. The client is usually separated into a 3-layer architecture consisting of a user-
To realize the adaptive components, the layers are divided vertically. The vertical parts are context components which can be activated or deactivated depending on the evaluated context. The context components also have a UI-, logic- and data-layer dedicated to their specific task, but they have to be independent of the other context components to achieve activation or deactivation.

Context, which can be evaluated on the mobile devices, is encapsulated in the context evaluation component which also has its own sensor data. A typical example for this is location. It can be evaluated via the GPS or WiFi sensor. The decision taken when a certain context is recognized can be seen in the sensor model in the DL areas. Furthermore, the model supports the programmer by showing how many different context objects exist and what the return values of the context objects are. The evaluated context from the mobile device and the server will be sent to the context filter component. It decides to activate or deactivate a certain context component depending on the evaluated context.

4 Implementation of a Prototype

The designed mobile context-aware business processes and its sensor model eases the implementation of a supportive mobile application. The sensor model can be used as a blueprint for the sensor and context classes which will be needed to evaluate the context of the user. Furthermore, the return types of the sensor and context objects, as well as the decision logic, can be used in the source code of the context evaluation. The context-aware business process can be used to derive the scope of the application and which parts of the application are needed under which condition.

Proof of Concept

Based on the modeled mobile context-aware business process, the sensor model and the architecture of the application were developed. In Fig. 6 three screenshots are depicted demonstrating how the mobile application reacts to the context recognition. Screenshot a) shows the home screen when the context at work was recognized. It supports the user with
his tasks to prepare a customer visit or finish customer related work. The first task will be supported by researching the customer to get relevant data, like address, contact or sell history. By showing the visited customers the user can finish related work like editing customer details, confirm discounts or set shipping dates. The next screenshot shows a pop-up when a new context was recognized. The mobile application does not force the adaption of the UI, instead the pop-up lets the user decide to adapt the UI. If the user declines, the mobile application remains unchanged, otherwise the UI will be changed. The home screen when the context at customer was recognized is depicted in screenshot c). In contrast to the screenshot a) the component visited customer is deactivated and the components create customer, view customer and selling proposition are activated. The user will be supported to sell the company’s products by the component selling proposition. By clicking on it, a submenu will be shown and depending on the availability of the weather data and customer history it then recommends products.

The mobile context-aware application shows how the user can be supported in executing their tasks. Furthermore, the modeling languages help to implement these kinds of applications by clarifying how the context will be evaluated (SenSoMod) and what the user needs during the execution of the business process (Context4BPMN).

5 Outlook and Further Research

The main contribution of this article is to show how the framework helps to model mobile context-aware application to support the execution of business processes. This comprises an extension of the BPMN, a domain specific modeling language and an architecture for mobile context-aware applications. It provides the possibility for model engineers to plan such processes in a precise, detailed and comprehensive way. It also enables programmers to reuse the decision logic in the sensor model in the source code of the application.
Therefore, it can improve the interaction between modelers and programmers and accelerate the adaption of business processes. There are some tasks for further research in this area. The introduced framework need an evaluation with practitioners to get feedback from the target group and improve its usefulness. Since mobile context-aware business processes obviously need to measure context and are supported by an application on smart devices, an automated or semi-automated way to generate code from the business process would be helpful to increase the flow between modeling and implementation phase. The logical context expressions can be used to generate decisions in the application program. Furthermore, the sensor model can be utilized to pre-generate classes and interfaces. In an additional step, the use of the gathered context data from the execution of a business process will be investigated. The data could be used to identify problems in the execution and therefore be interesting for the controlling phase.
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